
 

 

 

Transfer pricing services 

 

Transfer pricing in Hungary 

Hungary as an OECD member State has acknowledged that the arm‟s length 

principle as defined in Article 9 of the OECD Model Tax Convention is the 

international transfer pricing standard to be used. Hungary implemented this 

provision under the Act LXXXI of 1996 on Corporate Tax and Dividend Tax 

(furthermore: “CTDA”) Section 18.: the arm‟s length price means the price used 

by independent parties when selling comparable products or services on an 

economically comparable market. 

 

Transfer pricing risk 

The prices applied in the related party transactions have to be examined 

according to the Decrees issued by the Ministry of Finance (the Decree No. 

18/2003 until January 1st, 2010 and the Decree No. 22/2009 from January 1st, 

2010). Failure to comply with the Hungarian transfer pricing documentation 

regulations is subject to a default penalty, currently HUF 2 Million. The default 

penalty of up to 2 million Forints in the interpretation of the Hungarian Tax and 

Financial Control Administration can be levied per agreements/transactions.  

Transfer pricing adjustments (assuming they are in favour of the tax authority) 

could not only increase the tax liability of the taxpayer but also result in a tax 

penalty of 50% on any additional tax payable plus interest on late payment of 

tax at twice the base rate of the National Bank of Hungary. There is also the risk 

of double taxation when a „corresponding adjustment‟ is not accepted in the 

other tax jurisdiction involved. These risks exist for qualifying agreements in any 

of the years open to scrutiny by the tax authority under the Hungarian statute of 

limitations. 

 

Modification in transfer pricing regulation from 2010  

Scope 

 

The business entities not qualifying 

as small enterprises on the last day 

of the tax year are obliged to 

prepare transfer pricing 

documentations in relation to their 

contracts concluded with related 

parties.  

From 2010 the scope of the transfer 

pricing documentation regulations 

expanded. Significant modifications are 

the following: 

In accordance with the newly adopted 

amendments to the tax law, as of 1 

January 2010 the definition of related 

parties is further extended to include 



 

 

 

 

 

domestic companies and their foreign 

permanent establishment (“PE”). 

Consequently, transfer pricing 

documentation shall be prepared for the 

transactions with the foreign permanent 

establishment. 

From 2010 if two taxpayers have 
separate owners who are close relatives 
according to the Act on the Civil Code – 
even if the two taxpayers do not have 

common owners - they are to be treated 
as related parties.   

Language 

 

There was not any regulation 

relating to the documentation‟s 

language. 

The documentation does not have to be 

prepared in Hungarian language, 

however for the request of the tax 

authority the taxpayer is obliged to 

furnish the Hungarian translation by the 

prescribed deadline. 

Simplified 

documentation 

For transactions under agreements 

which do not exceed 50 million HUF 

in value, without the VAT, is allowed 

the use of simplified documentation. 

It follows from this; the simplified is 

enforceable by fixed term contracts. 

According to the regulation the 50 

million HUF criteria must be refer to the 

period from the day of entering the 

contract until the last day of the tax 

year.  

 

The new Decree introduces the Master-file conception of the EU in Hungary. This 
means that certain elements of a TP study can be prepared in a standardized 

form by the Headquarter of the Group (“master file”) which can be completed 
with relevant local information by the domestic taxpayers (“specific 
documentations”). 
 

Tightening control of tax authority  

The tax authority puts more and more emphasis on reviewing transfer prices: in 

the last 3 years the number of tax audits has increased from 300 to 1000. 

Overall, the tax authority had determined 357 billion and 468 billion HUF of net 

tax base adjustment in 2007 and 2008. 

 

How can PremierOne Consulting Inc. help you? 

In the context of transfer pricing related services our consultants can assist you 

with the following:  

 examination of the Company‟s documentary obligation; 

 identification of the Company‟s related parties according to the CDTA; 



 

 

 

 preparation of complex documentations (separate); 

 preparation of common documentation (EU TPD); 

 review of the existing transfer pricing documentation; 

 preparation of transfer pricing group policy;  

 database research (e.g. AMADEUS) to prove the prices applied in related 

party transactions are in line with the arm‟s length principle, and 

preparation of the summary about the research (benchmark study); 

 determination of the arm‟s length price of the company‟s product or 

services in advance (advance pricing agreements) 

 

If you need further information about our transfer pricing services, please do not 

hesitate to contact our colleague: 

 

Attila Nagy 

Head of sales 

Tel: +36 70 310 2123 

E-mail: attila.nagy@premierone.eu 

 


